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MY ApprOACh TO MANUfACTUrINg
 
I design and hand make all my lighting in my Bristol workshop. Everything is made 
with a mid century approach to manufacturing, my lighting is designed to last and  
made to the highest standards. I offer a full 10 year guarantee on all my lighting as 
I am confident in my workmanship and the finished lights I produce.

I have perfected the ageing process of metal, and I can age and distress copper 
and steel to create some lovely rustic and industrial inspired finishes. My week 
aged Verdigris copper is a show stopper and something I am very proud of. I have a 
display in my Bristol showroom and it gets great feedback. Each one ages slightly 
differently and no two are the same. They have a textured natural finish and reward 
any interior space with a statement visually appealing source of light.

I also offer a bespoke design and build service. Working with clients from all over the 
world I have made some gorgeous one off pieces. I have a dedicated team of people 
I work with who share my passion for lighting and building the best products.

finalist: Best retailer
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polished Copper 
FBLDOWNCOPPER

Satin gold
FBLDOWN####
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Specifications 
 

Total height: 95mm
Diameter: 82mm 

Cutout diameter: 72mm
Lamp type: GU10

fire-rated 
Lamps Not Included 

I recommend an LED GU10

Aged Copper 
FBLDOWNAGED

Brushed Aluminium 
FBLDOWNALU

Natural Copper
FBLDOWN####

Verdigris  
FBLDOWNVERDE

rusted Metal 
FBLDOWNRUST

An exciting collection of fire-rated downlights. Each bezel is hand finished in my Bristol workshop. I created this range to satisfy the 
primary lighting requirements of a design. Ideal for use with LED GU10 lamps.

INDUSTrIAL FIRE-RATED DOWNLIGHTS

rusted Metal 
FBLDOWNRUST
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INDUSTrIAL BATTEN HOLDERS

FBLVERDEBATTEN

rusted Batten holder
FBLRUSTBATTEN

Verdigris 
FBLVERDECONBATTEN
Verdigris & Concrete

FBLDUCKBATTEN
Duck Egg

FBLWHTCOPBATTEN
White & Copper

I created this range to 
overcome the challenge of 
lighting a space with low 
ceilings. These beautiful 
fittings can also be used as 
wall lights, to add a touch of 
Hollywood to your design. 
 
Mix and match roses and lamp 
holders to get the perfect style 
for your project.

product Info 

height:130mm
Note:
Lamps Not Included,  
I recommend an E27 LED 
Decorative Globe Lamp
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Black powder Coated

Aged Copper White powder Coated

Verdigris

rusted Metal Anthracite grey - rAL7016

product Info 

Three Sizes Available

Lamp holder: BC/E27
 
Aged Copper & Verdigris 
shades come with an E27 
lampholder all others come 
with a BC lampholder.

Each pendant comes with 
1500mm of decorative cable, 
contact us to specify an exact 
colour.

All shades handmade in North 
England, wired & tested in my 
Bristol Workshop.

Matching wall lights are 
available in my collection.

Max Wattage: 60W

10 year guarantee

Note: 
Lamps Not Included, 
I recommend an LED Squirrel 
Cage Lamp

Available finishes

260 mm
380 mm
500 mm

 DECOrATIVE PENDANT SETS



VINTAgE INSpIrED PENDANT SETS
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Note: 
Lamps Not Included 

I recommend an 
E27 LED Squirrel Cage Lamp  

or LP60

Verdigris Copper 340mm pendant 
FBLVERDESET340

rusted Copper 340mm pendant 
FBLRUSTSET340



DISC PENDANT SETS
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Note: 
Lamps Not Included 

I recommend an 
E27 LED Squirrel Cage Lamp

Note: 
Lamps Not Included 

I recommend an 
E27 LED Squirrel Cage Lamp

Aged Copper 350mm Disc pendant 
FBLAGED-350-DISC

grey 350mm Disc pendant 
FBLGREY-350-DISC

400mm Anthracite Dome pendant 
fBLDOME-400ANT

A new contemporary urban 
disc shape pendant I have 
created to introduce a more 
modern collection to my 
portfolio.

A retro dome pendant shade new in my collection. Finished in an urban gunmetal anthracite grey finish and supplied 
with a sleek grey fabric cable and matching metal ceiling rose. Ideal for any industrial or modern space.   
Bespoke colours available contact me to discuss options

ANThrACITE DOME PENDANT
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Navy Blue  
300mm & 450mm

 Black 
 300mm & 450mm

 Burgundy 
 300mm & 450mm

 Teal 
 300mm & 450mm

 pink 
 300mm & 450mm

 Mustard 
 300mm & 450mm

product Info 

Two Sizes Available

Lamp holder: E27

Max Wattage: 60W

10 year guarantee

Note: 
Lamps Not Included, 
I recommend an LED Squirrel 
Cage Lamp

300 mm
450 mm

Handmade Velvet Pendant 
sets, available in two sizes, 
300mm & 450mm with your 
choice of Copper or Gold inner. 
 
Pendants can be supplied with 
either a 1m pendant drop or 
surface mounting kit.
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BrUShED VELVET PENDANTS



polished Copper
FBLCOPP
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hANDMADE CEILING ROSES

Available finishes

Width: 100mmMy ceiling roses are available in ten finishes, with between one and seven cable outlets. As standard 
they come supplied with plastic cord grips but these can be upgraded to either black, brass, chrome 
or copper. I also have a range of decorative hooks to match my ceiling roses.  
Supplied with Wago branded connectors and brackets. 

Stainless Steel
FBLNICKEL1

Anthracite grey rAL7016
FBLANT1

Brass 
FBLBRASS

Brass 
FBLGRIPBR

Copper 
FBLGRIPCU

Decorative Cord grips Available

Verdigris 
FBLVERDE

rusted Metal 
FBLRUST

Aged Copper
FBLAGED

Chrome 
FBLGRIPCH

Black 
FBLGRIPBK

Black / White 
FBLBLK / FBLWHT

grey
FBLGREY
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I make a giant 300mm 13 
outlet ceiling rose. This comes 
in either a matt white or aged 
copper finish.

Supplied as standard with 
plastic cord grips, which can 
be upgraded to; brass, black 
metal, copper or chrome.

I have a range of decorative 
hooks to match any of my 
ceiling roses.

I can also rewire and test your 
lamp holders, contact me for a 
bespoke quote.

13 WAY CEILING ROSE
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Matt-White 
FBLWHTROSE13W

 
Aged Copper 
FBLAGEDROSE13W
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INDUSTrIAL LAMP HOLDERS

Hand finished E27 lampholders. Each holder is supplied with a cord grip and a push fit E27 internal 
lampholder, which does not need to be earthed unless it is one of the threaded lamp holders on the 
left which require 3 core cable with an earth. Threaded lamp holders come with two outer lock rings 
and are ideal for use with a shade. I can make up a bespoke pendant set for you, including wiring and 
testing the lampholders, please contact me for a quote. 
*Decorative fabric cable and filament lamps sold seperately.

Available finishes

Black 
FBLBLKE27

rust 
FBLRUSTE27

Verdigris 
FBLVERDEE27

Concrete 
FBLCONCRETEE27

grey 
FBLGREYE27

Aged Copper 
FBLAGEDE27

Anthracite grey rAL7016 
FBLANTE27

polished Copper 
FBLCOPPE27

White 
FBLWHTE27

Brass 
FBLBRASSE27

product Info: height: 80mm

Nickel 
fBLNICKELE27

Brass 
fBLE27BrASS

Copper 
fBLE27COppEr

Brass 
FBLGRIPBR

Copper 
FBLGRIPCU

Decorative Cord grips Available

Chrome 
FBLGRIPCH

Black 
FBLGRIPBK



I stock an extensive range of 3 core decorative cable for use with your own projects or for wiring my multi-way ceiling roses. Available by 
the metre or as a 50m drum. I can source a huge range of different coloured cables for you, contact me to discuss your requirements.

rustic Copper
Zebra Stripe

Burgundy
Aqua

Elephant grey
red

rustic Brown
Black Twisted 

DECOrATIVE FABRIC CABLE
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CONCrETE PENDANT SETS Each style is available with 1, 2 
or 5m of cable. Supplied with 
a black plastic ceiling rose or 
plug, add CR to the end of the 
product code for a ceiling rose 
or PL for a plug.

See my range of decorative 
LED lamps - ideal for exposed 
industrial pendants.

Aqua 
FBLCONAQUA

Elephant grey 
FBLCONGREY

Burgundy  
FBCONBURG

 red 
 FBLCONRED

Zebra 
FBLCONZEB

Decorative Ceiling hooks

Copper 
FBLCONCOP

Brown 
FBCONBROWN
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My LED vintage style lamps 
are a direct replacement for 
the classic incandescent 
squirrel cage lamps. They have 
a superwarm white colour 
temperature and are fully 
dimmable. 

They have no heat sink and a 
life expectancy of 30,000 hours 
whilst only burning 4 - 6 watts.

LED LAMPS
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giant 200mm globe Lamp 
fBLgLOBE-200-gEN3

giant 120mm globe Lamp 
fBLgLOBE-120-gEN3

LED golf Ball 
fBLgOLfE27

200mm giant gLS Lamp 
fBLgLS-gEN3

200mm Edge Lit  LED Lamp  
fBL-LED-200-EDgE

Spiral filament LED Lamp 
fBL-Lp60-E27

55mm Squirrel Cage Lamp 
fBLSQUIrrEL-gEN3

125mm Edge Lit  LED Lamp  
fBL-LED-125-EDgE

Coil filament LED Lamp  
fBLBELL-LED-COIL

Dim To Warm LED gU10 
fBLILgU10DC105

55mm LED Squirrel Cage Lamp 
fBLSQUIrrELE27
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product Info 

A stylish matte white LED 
compatible dimmer collection. 
Flatplate and screwless front 
plate with a polished copper 
feature dimmer knob to add 
some contrast to the design.  
 
You will require 35mm deep 
back boxes to fit these slimline 
dimmers. 

LED DIMMERS

33 34
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product Info 

Three Sizes Available

Shown in matte white with 
polished copper lampholders.  
I can make this in any colour or 
finish required. Please contact 
me to discuss your project.

300mm cubes come complete 
with 3 lamps, 600mm and 
1000mm cubes come complete 
with 6 lamps, these can either 
be 120mm globes, LED squirrel 
cage lamps or a mix of the two.

300 mm 
600 mm
1000 mm

hANDMADE CUBE LIGHTING
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SLEEVE LAMPHOLDERS product Info 

Custom made sleeve lamp holders, 
available in Verdigris and Solid 
Copper.  

The sleeves come in 100mm & 
200mm lengths but I can custom 
make them up to 1m long.

Verdigris Copper 200mm Sleeve 
FBL200V

Solid Copper 200mm Sleeve 
FBL200C

Verdigris Copper 100mm Sleeve 
FBL100V

Solid Copper 100mm Sleeve 
FBL100C

37 38

Note: 
Lamps Not Included,  
I Recommend a  
B22 LED Squirrel Cage Lamp
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hAND BLOWN gLASS BALL PENDANT SETS

FBLGLASS250-SET 250mm gold tint glass round pendant light set with Copper or Nickel 
lampholder. Supplied with fabric cable and a metal ceiling rose.

FBLGLASS300-SET 300mm clear glass round pendant light set with Copper or Nickel 
lampholder. Supplied with fabric cable and a metal ceiling rose.
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600mm statement modern ring light with 8 lamps, a white powder coated steel ring finished with 
copper lamp holders and copper cable. Fully customisable, can be powder coated in any finish, with 
copper, nickel or gold lampholders and any colour cable.  Allow 6-8 weeks.

rINg hALO PENDANThALO PENDANT

Chique anthracite grey hand crafted ring light. A solid band of metal hand rolled and welded 
into place which rolls around the lampholder. Ideal for showcasing a sexy decorative LED 
lamp. Supplied with grey fabric cable and a matching anthracite grey ceiling rose.  
Bespoke colours can be made up please contact me to discuss

600mm ring halo Light 
fBLrINg8

Silver halo pendant 
fBLhALO-SILVEr
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product Info 

Made from reclaimed wood 
and suspended from one of 
my custom ceiling roses by 
black chain and supporting five 
hanging lamp holders. 
 
This fitting does not include 
lamps but I recommend my 
LED Squirrel cage lamps. 
 
Height: 1000mm 
Width: 230mm 
 
Lampholders: E27 
 

rECLAIMED WOOD PENDANT
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reclaimed Wood 5 Drop pendant 
FBLWOOD5
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 WALL LIGHTS

FBLREADINGRUST FBLREADINGVERD

Swan Neck Wall Lights shade size: 260mm

Adjustable Reading Lights

FBLREADINGWHTFBLREADINGBLK

FBLSWANRUST FBLSWANVERDFBLSWANBLK FBLSWANWHTrusted Swan Neck
FBLSWANRUST

 
Lamps Not Included 

I Recommend an E27 
LED Squirrel Cage Lamp

Angled Wall Lights

FBLANGLEWHT FBLANGLERUST FBLANGLEVERDFBLANGLEBLK
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CONDUIT LIGHTING

glass ball swan neck  
wall light

Chrome Adjustable Spot 
 
 

Concrete Batten holder 
 

Verdigris Adjustable Spot 
 
 

Adjustable wall light with 
concrete lampholder 

Ceiling hooks 
Brass, Copper or Chrome 
 

fixed spotlight 
 

pendant light with  
80mm LED globe 

grey Adjustable Spot 
 
 

E27 Batten holder 
Copper, Nickel or Brass finish 
 

rusted Adjustable Spot 
 
 

Cord grips 
Brass, Copper or Chrome 

Conduit Track Lighting Kit With 3 or 4 Spots 
FBLCONDUIT3 | FBLCONDUIT4

Bronze Knob Dimmer switch  
for 1-10 or 1-30 LEDS 

Copper Knob Dimmer switch 
for 1-10 or 1-30 LEDS 

Jam Jar wall light 
 

Swan Neck wall light Aged Copper Adjustable Spot 
 

Anthracite Adjustable Spot 
 

Bespoke conduit lighting design and build service available



BESpOKE FESTOON LIGHTING

Made to measure festoon lighting. UV rated plastic so it can be left up all year round outside. Up to 100 metres long. Send me your 
measurements and I will get you a competitive quote. I also supply a large range of outdoor LED lamps ideal for festoon lighting

Made to measure festoon lighting. UV rated plastic so it can be 
left up all year round outside. Up to 100 metres long. Send me 
your measurements and I will get you a competitive quote. I 
also supply a large range of outdoor LED lamps ideal for festoon 
lighting. 
 
We also stock a range of outdoor dimmer switches to give your 
outdoor lighting even more flexibility.  
 
I offer 1 & 2 gang as well as a new 600w LED version which can 
dim up to 50 x LED lamps.  
 
All supplied in IP66 Weatherproof enclosures.

Outdoor LED Dimmer Switch 
FBLWPDIMMER1

49 50
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Chimp floor Light 
FBLCHIMP

Baby Chimp Table Light 
FBLBABYCHIMP

ChIMp LAMPS
Each Supplied with 1500m of 
cable and an LED lamp.  
height: Small 450mm 
Large 550mm
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BESpOKE LED TAPE

Made to measure IP65 Rated LED tape. All cut and wired in my workshop and delivered to site tested and ready to install. Commercial 
grade high quality LED tape offering high CRI. Warm white 2700k and Cool White 4000k available. Various lumen outputs available.  
Dimmable drivers and a large range of metal and decorative LED profiles also available.
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I restore and sell genuine vintage lighting, 
specialising in mid-century film and theatre 
lights. I polish, rewire them and turn them into 
gorgeous feature floor standing lamps. 
 
All of my restored lighting comes with a 10 year 
guarantee.  
 
View the full collection available on my website.

www.fraserbesantlighting.co.uk

rESTOrED VINTAGE LIGHTING
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BESpOKE LIGHTING

I love a challenge and I love lighting. I offer a bespoke design and 
build service and can turn almost anything into a light. I have 
worked my magic over the years and converted a soviet missile 
case into a statement lamp. I turned an old saxophone into a desk 
light for a musician and this is a 1950s original gum-ball machine 
which I turned into a floor light for a home cinema room. I designed 
and manufactured a bespoke lamp holder to hold the glass top 
in place and even made the turn key on the front into a working 
dimmer switch. 
 
Contact me to discuss a bespoke design.
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Developing my own brand of lighting wouldn't be possible 
without the experience I have gained from working as a 
professional lighting designer for more than 10 years, from 
new builds to retail outlets. I utilise my product knowledge 
to help you get the best out of your space and then in turn 
use what I have learned to inspire the development of new 
products in my catalogue. 
 
If you would like to book an appointment with me to help 
you develop a spectacular lighting design for your project 
please contact me via my website: 
 
www.fraserbesantlighting.co.uk

AWArD WINNINg  
LIGHTING DESIGN SERVICE



All of my handmade lighting is on display in my Bristol showroom. You can see my 
workshops and the lighting we are building for clients. I also have over 500 lights on display 
from leading manufactures I work with from all over the world.  

Including Elstead, Astro, Ideal Lux and Hudson Valley. My team of staff are able to help 
you explore design ideas and find your perfect light fitting. With several awards for our 
showroom and customer service it is well worth a visit. You can also arrange a consultation 
to see me to discuss a professional lighting design.

VISIT MY LIghTINg ShOWrOOM  
IN BRISTOL

Showroom Address 
 
ABLECTrICS 
131 gloucester road 
Bristol  
BS7 8AX
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WWW.frASErBESANTLIghTINg.CO.UK
T: 0117 992 2977 |  info@fraserbesantl ighting.co.uk

@fraserbesant l ight ing @fraserbesant

Visit my Bristol showroom, 131 gloucester road, Bristol BS7 8AX


